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Intellectual Property Law 
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General:  Patent examiner improperly imposed restriction requirement on new method claims in 
application, since examiner withdrew method claims from consideration on ground that 
they are directed to invention that is independent or distinct from originally examined 
claims, but did not offer reasons for such determination; rejoinder of new method claims 
with allowed, originally examined claims is appropriate, since method claims are 
effectively directed to process for using product claimed in originally examined claim, and 
include all limitations of allowed product claims. 

 
 
 

In re Kase 
71 U.S.P.Q.2d 1063 (Director, U.S.P.T.O. 2004) 

April 21, 2004 
 

I. Facts 
 

In application Serial No. 09/878,413, Applicants originally filed claims directed to a glass 
substrate and a method of selecting a glass substrate.  The Examiner rejected all of these claims in 
a non-final office action.  Applicants responded to the non-final office action and presented 
additional claims 13-22 directed to a method of reducing contact/peeling electrification of a glass 
substrate during manufacture of a flat panel display.  The Examiner then rejected claims 1-12 and 
withdrew from consideration the newly presented claims 13-22 as being directed to a non-elected 
invention.  Applicants continued to argue and the Examiner eventually indicated that claims 1-12 
were allowable in an ex parte Quayle action.  Specifically, the Examiner stated that claims 13-22 
were not directed to the process of using the product of claim 1, and therefore, rejoinder was not 
appropriate.  Accordingly, Applicants filed a petition to the Director under 37 C.F.R. §1.181 to 
formally request the rejoinder of claims 13-22 to allowed claims 1-12.   

 
 
 
II. Issues 
 

A. Whether the Examiner properly determined that claims 13-22 should be withdrawn from 
consideration because they were directed to an invention independent or distinct from the 
originally examined claims. 

 
 
 
III. Discussion 
 

A. No.  Section 821.04 of the MPEP states:   
 
 821.01 Rejoinder 
 

 Where product and process claims drawn to independent and 
distinct inventions are presented in the same application, 
applicant may be called upon under 35 U.S.C. 121 to elect 
claims to either the product or process.  See MPEP § 806.05(f) 
and § 806.05(h).  The claims to the non-elected invention will 
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be withdrawn from further consideration under 37 CFR 1.142.  
See MPEP § 809.02(c) and § 821 through § 821.03.  However, 
if applicant elects claims directed to the product, and a product 
claim is subsequently found allowable, withdrawn process 
claims which depend from or otherwise include all the 
limitations of the allowable product claim will be rejoined.   

 
 The Examiner merely provided a conclusory statement that the newly presented claims 13-22 

were directed to a different method than claimed in claim 3.  The Director found that this was 
an improper determination by the Examiner because the Examiner did not provide a reason as 
to why the newly presented claims were independent and/or distinct.  Accordingly, the 
Director indicated that the improper restriction requirement should be withdrawn. 

 
 Further, the Director indicated that claims 13-22 were effectively directed to a process of 

using the product claimed in claim 1.  Indeed, the Director indicated that claims 13-22 
included all of the limitations of the allowed product claims.  Therefore, rejoinder was found 
to be appropriate. 
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